In this paper, we consider the multi-robot path execution problem where a group of robots move on predefined paths from their initial to target positions while avoiding collisions and deadlocks in the face of asynchrony. We first show that this problem can be reformulated as a distributed resource allocation problem and, in particular, as an instance of the well-known Drinking Philosophers Problem (DrPP). By careful construction of the drinking sessions capturing shared resources, we show that any existing solutions to DrPP can be used to design robot control policies that are collectively collision and deadlock-free. We then propose modifications to an existing DrPP algorithm to allow more concurrent behavior, and provide conditions under which our method is deadlock-free. Our method do not require robots to know or to estimate the speed profiles of other robots, and results in distributed control policies. We demonstrate the efficacy of our method on simulation examples, which show competitive performance against the state-of-the-art.
Introduction
Multi-robot path planning (MRPP) has been one of the fundamental problems studied by artificial intelligence and robotics communities. Quickly finding paths that take each robot from their initial location to target location, and ensuring that robots execute these paths in a safe manner have applications in many areas from evacuation planning [12] to warehouse robotics [25] , and from formation control [22] to coverage [14] .
There are several challenges in multi-robot path planning such as scalability, optimality, trading off centralized versus distributed decisions and corresponding communication loads, and potential asynchrony. Planning optimal collisionfree paths is known to be hard [21] even in synchronous centralized settings. Recently developed heuristics aim to address the scalability challenge when optimality is a concern [26] . Arguably, the problem gets even harder when there is non-determinism in the robot motions. One source of nondeterminism is asynchrony, that is, the robots can move on their individual paths with different and time-varying speeds and their speed profiles are not known a priori. The goal of this paper is, given a collection of paths, one for each robot, to devise a distributed protocol so that the robots are guaranteed to reach their targets and avoid all collisions along the way. We call this the Multi-Robot Plan Execution (MRPE) problem.
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The key insight of the paper is to recast the MRPE problem as a drinking philosophers problem (DrPP) [4] , an extension of the well-known dining philosophers problem [8] . DrPP is a resource allocation problem for distributed and concurrent systems. By partitioning the workspace into a set of discrete cells and treating each cell as a shared resource, we show how to construct drinking sessions such that the MRPE problem can be solved using any DrPP algorithm. Existing DrPP algorithms, such as [4, 11, 24] , can be implemented in distributed manner, and enjoy nice properties such as fairness (starvation-freeness) and deadlock-freeness, while also guaranteeing collision avoidance when applied to multi-robot planning. To allow more concurrent behavior and to improve the overall performance, we further modify [11] , and derive conditions on the collection of paths such that collisions and deadlocks are guaranteed to be avoided.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents related work. Section 3 formally defines the MRPE problem we are interested in solving. A brief summary of the DrPP and an existing solution is presented in Section 4. Section 5 recasts the MRPE problem as a DrPP, and shows that existing methods can be used to solve MRPE problems. Furhermore, this section provides modifications to [11] that allow more concurrent behavior. Section 6 shows that, when fed by the same paths, our algorithm achieves competitive results with the state-of-the-art [13] . Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
Multi-robot path plannnig deals with the problem of planning a collection of paths that take a set of robots from their initial position to a goal location without collisions. In this paper, we focus on the type of MRPP problems where the workspace is partitioned into a set of discrete cells, each of which can hold at most one robot, and time is discretized. Most of the research in this field have been focused on finding optimal or suboptimal paths that minimize either the makespan (last arrival time) or the flowtime (sum of all arrival times) [10, 20, 26] . These methods require the duration of each actions to be fixed to show optimality. In real-life, however, robots cannot execute their paths perfectly. They might move slower or faster than intended due to various factors, such as low battery levels, calibration errors and other failures. Methods that deal with such uncertainties, which might lead to collisions or deadlocks if not handled properly, can be divided into two main groups.
In the first group, robots are allowed to replan their paths at run-time [15, 19, 23] . In this case, simpler path planning algorithms can be used, leaving the burden of collision avoidance to the run-time controllers. However, this approach might lead to deadlocks in densely crowded environments. Moreover, when the specifications are complex, changing paths might even lead to violations of the specifications. Therefore, replanning paths on run-time is not always feasible.
Alternatively, collisions and deadlocks can be avoided without needing to replan on run-time [7, 13, 16, 17, 18, 27, 28] . For instance, if the synchronization errors can be bounded, [7] and [18] show how to synthesize paths that are collision and deadlock-free. This is achieved by overestimating the positions of robots and treating them moving obstacles. However, this is a conservative approach as the burden of collision and deadlock avoidance is moved to the offline planning part.
In [13] , authors provide a control policy, which is shown to be collision and deadlock-free under mild conditions on the collection of paths. This method is based on finding a fixed ordering of the robots for all possible conflicts. Such a fixed ordering prevents collisions and deadlocks, however, it is limiting as the performance of the multirobot system depends highly on the exact ordering. If one of the robots experiences a failure at run-time and starts moving slowly, it might become the bottleneck of the whole system. In fact, we demonstrate the effects of such a scenario on the system performance and provide numerical results that show the robustness of our method.
When the collection of paths are known a priori, one can also find all possible collision and deadlock configurations, and prevent the system from reaching those. For instance, distributed methods in [27] and [28] find deadlock configurations by abstracting robot paths into a edge-colored directed graph. However, this abstaction step might be conservative. Imagine a long passage which is not wide enough to fit more than one robot, and two robots crossing this passage in the same direction. The entire passage would be abstracted as a single node, and even though robots can enter the passage at the same time and follow each other safely, they would not be allowed to do so. Instead, robots have to wait for the other to clear the entire passage before entering. Moreover, [28] require that no two nodes in the graph are connected by two or more different colored edges. This strong restriction limits the method's applicability to classical multirobot path execution problems where robots move on a graph and same two nodes might be connected with multiple edges in each direction.
As connectivity and autonomous capabilities of vehicles improve, cooperative intersection management problems draw significant attention from researchers [1, 3, 9, 29 ]. These problems are similar to MRPE problem as both require coordinating multiple vehicles to prevent collisions and deadlocks. Compared to traditional traffic light-based methods, cooperative intersection management methods offer improved safety, increased traffic flow and lower emissions. We refer the reader to [5] for a recent survey on this topic and main solution approaches. Although they seem similar, the setting of intersection management problems are tailored specifically for the existing road networks, and thus, cannot be easily generalized to MRPE problems where robots/vehicles might be moving in non-structured environments.
Our method is based on reformulating the MRPE problem as a resource allocation problem. There are similar methods such as [16] , which requires a centralized controller, and [17] , which needs cells to be large enough to allow collisionfree travel of up to two vehicles, instead of only one. We base our method on the well-known drinking philosopher algorithm. We show that any existing DrPP solution can be used to solve the MRPE problem if drinking sessions are constructed carefully. However, such methods require strong conditions on a collection of paths to hold, and limit the amount of concurrency in the system. To relax the conditions and to improve the performance, we provide a novel approach by taking the special structure of MRPE problems into account. We show that our method is less conservative than the naive approach, and provide numerical results to confirm the theoretical findings. Our approach leads to control policies that can be deployed in a distributed form.
Problem Definition
We start by providing definitions that are used in the rest of the paper and formally state the problem we are interested in solving. Let a set R = {r 1 , . . . , r N } of robots share a workspace that is partitioned into set V of discrete cells. Two robots are said to be in collision if they occupy the same cell at the same time. An ordered sequence π = {π 0 , π 1 , . . . } of cells, where each π t ∈ V, is called a path. We assume that a finite path is given for each robot, and π n denotes the path associated with r n . We use π end n and curr(r n ) to denote the final cell of π n and the number of successful transitions completed by r n , respectively. We also define next(r n ) ≐ curr(r n ) + 1. The motion of each robot is governed by a control policy, which issues one of the two commands at every time step: (1) ST OP and (2) GO. The ST OP action forces a robot to stay in its current cell. If the GO action is chosen, the robot starts moving. This robot might or might not reach to the next cell within one time step, however, we assume that a robot eventually progresses if GO action is chosen constantly. This non-determinism models the uncertainities in the environment, such as battery levels or noisy sensors/actuators, which might lead to robots moving faster or slower than intended. We now formally define the problem we are interested in solving: Problem 1 Given a collection Π = {π 1 , . . . π N } of paths, design a contol policy for each robot such that all robots eventually reach their final cells while avoiding collisions.
There are many control policies that can solve Problem 1. For the sake of performance, policies that allow more concurrent behavior are preferred. In the literature, two metrics are commonly used to measure the performance: makespan (latest arrival time) and flowtime (total arrival times). Given a set of robots R = {r 1 , . . . , r N }, if robot r n takes t n time steps to reach its final state, makespan and flowtime values are given by max 1≤n≤N t n and ∑ N n=1 t n , respectively. These values decrease as the amount of concurrency increases. However, it might not be possible to minimize both makespan and flowtime at the same time, and choice of policy might depend on the application.
To solve Problem 1, we propose a method that is based on the well-known drinking philosophers problem introduced by [4] . For the sake of completeness, this problem is explained briefly in Section 4.
Drinking philosophers problem
The drinking philosophers problem is a generalization of the well-known dining philosophers problem proposed by [8] . These problems capture the essence of conflict resolution, where multiple resources must be allocated to multiple processes. Given a set of processes and a set of resources, it is assumed that each resource can be used by at most one process at any given time. In our setting, processes and resources correspond to robots and discrete cells that partition the workspace, respectively. Similar to mutual exclusive use of the resources, any given cell can be occupied by at most one robot to avoid collisions. In the DrPP setting, processes are called philosophers, and shared resources are called bottles. A philosopher can be in one of the three states: (1) tranquil, (2) thirsty, or (3) drinking. A tranquil philosopher may stay in this state for an arbitrary period of time or become thirsty at any time it wishes. A thirsty philosopher needs a non-empty subset of bottles to drink from. This subset, called drinking session, is not necessarily fixed, and it could change over time. After acquiring all the bottles in its current drinking session, a thirsty philosopher starts drinking. When it no longer needs any bottles, after using them for a finite time, the philosopher goes back to tranquil state. The goal of the designer is to find a set of rules for each philosopher for acquiring and releasing bottles. A desired solution would have the following properties:
• Liveness: A thirsty philosopher eventually starts drinking. In our setting liveness implies that each robot is eventually allowed to move. • Fairness: There is no fixed priority or partial ordering of philosophers or bottles and the same set of rules apply to all philosophers. In multi-robot setting, fairness indicate that all robots are treated equally. • Concurrency: Any pair of philosophers must be allowed to drink at the same time, as long as they drink from different bottles. Analogously, no robot waits unnecessarily if it wants to move to an empty cell.
We base our method on the DrPP solution proposed in [11] .
For the sake of completeness, we provide a brief summary of their solution, but refer the reader to [11] for the proof of correctness and additional details.
Each philosopher has a unique integer id and keeps track of two non-decreasing integers: session number s num and the highest received session number max rec. These integers are used to keep a strict priority order between the philosophers. Conflicts are resolved according to this order, in favor of the philosopher with the higher priority. To ensure liveness and fairness, this priority order changes according to the following rules.
Let p and r be two philosophers and b be a bottle shared between p and r. Define req b as the request token associated with b. It is said that p has higher priority than r (denoted p ≺ r) if and only if s num p < s num r , or s num p = s num r and id p < id r . That is, smaller session number indicates higher priority, and in the case of identical session numbers, philosopher with the smaller id has the higher priority. Assume that p needs b (denoted need p (b)) to start drinking and does not currently hold b (denoted ¬hold(b)). Then, p sends the message (req b , s num p , id p ) to r. Upon receiving such a message, r releases b if (i) r does not need b or (ii) r is not drinking and p ≺ r. If r does not immediately release b, then b is released once r no longer needs it. All philosophers are initiliazed in tranquil state with s num p = max rec p = 0 and follow the rules in Algorithm 1 to satisfy the aforementioned requirements.
Multi-robot navigation as a drinking philosophers problem
In this section we recast the multi-robot plan execution problem as an instance of drinking philosophers problem. We Algorithm 1 Drinking Philosopher Algorithm by [11] 1: R1: becoming thirsty with session S 2:
s num p ← max rec p + 1 4: R2: start drinking 5: when holding all needed bottles do 6: become drinking 7: R3: becoming tranquil, honoring deferred requests 8: for each consumed bottle b do 9:
: requesting a bottle 12: when need p (b); ¬hold p (b); hold p (req b ) do 13: Send(req b , s num p , id p ); hold p (req b ) ← f alse 14: R5: receiving a request from r, resolving a conflict 15: upon reception of (req b , s num r , id r ) do 16 :
upon reception of b do 24: hold p (b) ← true first show that naive reformulation using existing DrPP solutions leads to conservative control policies. We then provide a solution that is based on Algorithm 1.
Given a set V = {v 1 , . . . , v V } of cells and a collection Π = {π 1 , . . . π N } of paths, cells that appear in more than one path are called shared. We denote the set of shared cells by V shared , and define the set of free cells as V f ree ≐ V ∖ V shared . To avoid collisions, a shared cell must be occupied at most by one robot at any given time. Inspired by this mutual exclusion requirement, we see the robots as philosophers and shared cells as the bottles.
Given any two arbitrary robots, we define a bottle for each cell that is visited by both. For example, if the k th cell v k ∈ V is visited both by r m and r n , we define the bottle b k m,n . We denote the set of cells visited by both r m and r n by V m,n ≐ {v ∃ t m , t n ∶ π tm m = π tn n = v ∈ V shared }. It must be noted that for a shared cell v k ∈ V m,n , there exists a single bottle shared between r n and r m , and both b k m,n and b k n,m refer to the same object. We use B m,n and B m to denote the set of all bottles r m shares with r n and with all other robots, respectively. With slight abuse of notation, we use B m (V ) to denote all the bottles associated with the cells in V ⊆ V that r m share with others, that is,
We use the following example to illustrate the concepts above. 6 1,5 }. The set B 1 is the union of these three sets, as r 1 does not share any bottles with r 3 . Given V = {v 2 }, then
Bottles are used to indicate the priority order between robots over shared cells. For instance, if the bottle b k m,n is currently held by robot r m , then r m has a higher priority than r n over the shared cell v k . Note that, this order is dynamic as bottles are sent back and forth. However, as long as a philosopher is drinking, it would not send any of the bottles in its current drinking session. Then, collisions can be prevented simply by the following rule: "to occupy a shared cell v k , the robot r n must be drinking from all the bottles in B n (v k )." Upon arriving at a free cell, a drinking robot would become tranquil. If r n is drinking from all the bottles in B n (v k ), it has a higher priority than all other robots over v k . Moreover, r n would keep all of the bottles in its current drinking session and would be the only robot allowed to occupy v k until it stops drinking. Therefore, the aforementioned rule prevents collisions. However, this is not sufficient to ensure that all robots reach their final cells. Without the introduction of further rules, robots might end up in a deadlock. We formally define deadlocks as follows:
Definition 1 A deadlock is any configuration where a subset of robots, which have not reached their final cell, wait cyclically and choose ST OP action indefinitely.
To exemplify the insufficiency of the aforementioned rule, imagine the scenario shown in Fig. 1 . Robots r 1 and r 4 traverse the neighboring cells v 1 and v 2 in the opposite order. Assume r 4 is at v 4 and wants to proceed into v 2 , and, at the same time, r 1 wants to move into v 1 . Using the aforementioned rule, robots must be drinking from the associated bottles in order to move. Since they wish to drink from different bottles, both robots would be allowed to start drinking. After arriving at v 1 , r 1 has to start drinking from B 1 (v 2 ) in order to progress any further. However, r 4 is currently drinking from b 2 1,4 ∈ B 1 (v 2 ) and cannot stop drinking before leaving v 2 . Similarly, r 4 cannot progress, as r 1 cannot release b 1 1,4 before leaving v 1 . Consequently, robots would not be able to make any further progress, and would stay in drinking state forever.
Naive Formulation
We now show that deadlocks can be avoided by constructing the drinking sessions carefully. For the correctness of DrPP solutions, all drinking sessions must end in finite time. If drinking sessions are set such that a robot entering a shared cell is free to move until it reaches a free cell without requiring additional bottles along the way, then all drinking sessions would end in finite time. That is, if a robot is about to enter a segment which consists only of consecutive shared cells, it is required to acquire not only bottles associated with the first cell, but also all the bottles on that segment. To formally state this requirement, let S n (t) denote the drinking session associated with the cell π t n for the robot r n . That is, to occupy π t n , the robot r n should be drinking from all the bottles in B n (S n (t)). Now set
+1 n ∈ V f ree is the first free cell after π t n . No other robot could occupy any of the cells in S n (t) once r n starts drinking. Constantly choosing the action GO, r n would eventually reach the free cell π t ′ +1 n and stop drinking in finite time. If the drinking sessions are constructed as in (1), any existing DrPP solution, such as [4, 11, 24] , can be used to design the control policies that solve Problem 1.
However, the control policies resulting from the aforementioned approach are conservative and lead to poor performance in terms of both makespan and flowtime. To illustrate, imagine the scenario shown in Fig. 1 . To be able to move into v 1 , r 1 must be drinking from all the bottles associated with cells
. Assume that r 1 starts drinking and moves to v 1 . If at this point in time, r 5 wants to move into v 6 , it would not be allowed to do so since b 6 1
is held by r 1 . Note that, this is a conservative action as r 5 cannot cause a deadlock by moving to v 6 , as it moves to a free cell right after. To allow more concurrency, we propose the following modifications.
New Drinking State and New Rules
In this subsection, we propose a method based on Algorithm 1. In particular, we introduce a new drinking state for the philosophers, namely insatiable. This new state is used when robot moves from a shared cell to another shared cell. We also add an additional rule regarding this new state and modify the existing rule R5 of Algorithm 1:
: receiving a request from r, and resolving a conflict upon reception of (req b , s num r , id r ) do
p is thirsty and (a) r is thirsty and (s num r , id r ) < (s num p , id p ) or, (b) r is insatiable,
In the naive formulation, drinking sessions are set such that a robot entering a shared cell is free to move until it reaches a free cell, without requiring additional bottles along the way. The insatiable state is intended to soften this constraint. Assume robot r n wants to move to shared cell π t n , and the first free cell after π t n is π t ′ +1 n for some arbitrary t ′ > t, all the cells in between are shared. If r n enters the first shared cell without acquiring all the bottles until π t ′ +1 n , it would need to acquire those bottles at some point along the way. If r n becomes thirsty to acquire those bottles, it risks losing the bottles it currently holds. If another robot r m with a higher priority needs and receives the bottles associated with the cell r n currently occupies, two robots might collide.
Insatiable state allows a robot to request new bottles without risking to lose any of the bottles it currently holds. In this state, the robot does not hold all the bottles it needs to start drinking, similar to thirsty state. The difference between two states is that an insatiable philosopher always has a higher priority than a thirsty philosopher regardless of their session numbers, and does not release any of the needed bottles under any circumstance.
The insatiable state and the rule R7 regarding its operation might lead to deadlocks without careful construction of drinking sessions. We now explain how to construct drinking sessions to avoid deadlocks.
Constructing Drinking Sessions
To compute drinking sessions, we first need to define a new concept called Path-Graph:
n , c n , π t+1 n ) π n ∈ Π} is the set of edges, representing transitions of each path, and C = {c 1 , . . . , c N } is the set of colors, one per each path (i.e., one per each robot).
A Path-Graph is a graphical representation of a collection of paths, overlayed on top of each other. The nodes of this graph correspond to discrete cells that partition the workspace, and edges illustrate the transitions between them. Color coding of edges indicate which robot is responsible from a particular transition. In other words, if π n has a transition from u to v, then there exists a c n colored edge from u to v in G Π , i.e., (u, c n , v) ∈ E Π .
Path-Graphs are useful to detect possible deadlock configurations. Intuitively, deadlocks occur when a subset of robots wait cyclically for each other. We first show that such configurations correspond to a rainbow cycle in the corresponding Path-Graph. A rainbow cycle is a closed walk where no color is repeated. Let Π be a collection of paths and G Π be the Path-Graph induced by it. Assume that a subset {r 1 , . . . , r K } ⊆ R of robots are in a deadlock configuration such that r n waits for r n+1 for all n ∈ {1, . . . , K} where r K+1 = r 1 . That is, r n cannot move any further, because it wants to move to the cell that is currently occupied by r n+1 . Let v n denote the current cell of r n . Since r n wants to move from v n to v n+1 , we have e n = (v n , c n , v n+1 ) ∈ E Π . Then, ω = {(v 1 , c 1 , v 2 ), . . . , (v K , c K , v 1 )} is a rainbow cycle of G Π . For instance, there are two rainbow cycles in Fig. 1 :
The first idea that follows from this observation is to limit the number of robots in each rainbow cycle to avoid deadlocks. However, this is not enough as rainbow cycles can intersect with each other and robots might end up waiting for each other to avoid eventual deadlocks. For instance, in the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1 , let r 1 and r 4 be at v 1 and v 4 , respectively. The number of robots in each rainbow cycles is limited to one, nonetheless, this configuration will eventually lead to a deadlock.
We propose Algorithm 2 to construct the drinking sessions, which are used to prevent such deadlocks. Given a collection Π of paths let G Π = (V, E Π , C) denote its Path-Graph. We first define equivalence relation ∼ on V such that each node is equivalent only to itself. We then find all rainbow cycles in G Π . Let W denote the set of all rainbow cycles. For each rainbow cycle W ∈ W, we expand the equivalence relation ∼ by declaring all nodes in W to be equivalent. That is, if u and v are two nodes of the rainbow cycle W , we add the pair (u, v) to the equivalence relation ∼. Note that, due to transitivity of the equivalence relation, nodes of two intersecting rainbow cycles would belong to the same equivalence class. The relation ∼ partitions V by grouping Algorithm 2 find equivalence classes Input G Π returnG Π 1: ∼← ∅ 2: for u ∈ G Π do 3: expand ∼ such that (u, u) ∈ ∼ 4: end for 5: W ← find rainbow cycles(G Π ) 6: if W = ∅ then 7:G Π ← G Π 8: return 9: else 10: for W ∈ W do 11: for u, v ∈ W do 12: expand ∼ such that (u, v) ∈ ∼ 13: end for 14: end for 15: f ind equivalence classes(G Π ) 16: end if the intersecting rainbow cycles together. We then find the quotient set V ∼ and define a new graphG
That is, we create a node for each equivalence class. We then add a c m colored edge toG Π between the nodes corresponding [u] and [v] if there is a c m colored edge in G Π from a node in [u] to a node in [v] . We repeat the same process withG Π in a recursive manner until no more rainbow cycles are found.
Proposition 1 Algorithm 2 terminates in finite steps.
Proof: Since all paths are finite, the number of nodes in the Path-Graph G Π , V , is finite. At each iteration, Algorithm 2 either finds a new graphG Π which has a smaller number of nodes, or returns G Π . Therefore, Algorithm 2 is guaranteed to terminate at most in V steps. ◻ Remark 1 Algorithm 2 needs to find all rainbow cycles of an edge-colored multi-graph at each iteration, which can be done in the following way. Given G = (V, E, C), obtain E ∈ V×V from E by removing the coloring and replacing multiple edges between the same two nodes with a single edge. Then, find all simple cycles in the graph (V, E). Finally, check if these cycles can be colored as a rainbow cycle. As for the complexity of these steps, finding all simple cycles up to length N can be done O(N VE) time [2] , and deciding if a cycle can be rainbow colored can be posed as an exact set cover problem, which is NP-complete. This is essentially due to the fact that, in the worst-case, the number of cycles in a multi-graph can be exponential in the number of colors compared to the corresponding directed graph. However, the number of nodes decrease at each iteration of Algorithm 2, making computations easier. Moreover, while the worstcase complexity is high, these operations can usually be performed efficiently in practice.
When the Algorithm 2 finds the fixed point, we set
where S n (t) is defined as in (1) and [π t n ] is the equivalence class of π t n . That is, r n must be drinking from all the bottles in B n (S n (t)) to be able to occupy π t n . IfS n (t) = ∅, r n is allowed to occupy π t n regardless of its drinking state, as robots in free cells cannot lead to collisions or deadlocks.
Example 2 Let G Π be given as in Figure 1 . After the first recursion of Algorithm 2,
No rainbow cycles are found after the second recursion, therefore,
Remark 2 Sessions constructed by (2) are always contained in the sessions constructed by (1) . That is, when drinking sessions are found as in (2), robots would need fewer bottles to move, and the resulting control policies would be more permissive.
We now propose a control policy that prevents collisions and deadlocks when drinking sessions are constructed as in (2).
Control Strategy
We propose Algorithm 3 as a control policy to solve Problem 1. We first briefly explain the flow of the control policy, which is illustrated in Figure 2 , and then provide more details. All robots are initialized in tranquil state. If the final cell is reached, ST OP action is chosen as the robot accomplished its task. Otherwise, if a robot is in either tranquil or drinking state, the control policy chooses the action GO until the robot reaches to the next cell. When a robot moves from a free cell to a shared cell, it first becomes thirsty and the control policy issues the action ST OP until the robot starts drinking. When moving between shared cells, a robot becomes insatiable if it needs to acquire additional bottles, and ST OP action is chosen until the robot starts drinking again. When a robot's path terminates at a shared cell, it must be careful not arrive early and block others from progressing. Therefore, when a robot is about to move to a segment of consecutive shared cells which includes its final cell, it needs to wait for others to clear its final cell.
All robots are initialized in tranquil state. Let r n be an arbitrary robot. Lines 1 − 2 of Algorithm 3 ensure that r n does not move after reaching its final cell. Otherwise, let π t n denote the next cell on r n 's path. If π t n is a free cell, the control policy chooses the GO action until the robot reaches π t+1 n (lines 3 − 9). When π t n is a shared cell, there are two possible options: (i) If there is no free cell between the next cell and the final cell of r n , i.e., π end n ∈ S n (t) where S n (t) is defined as in (1), the robot must wait for all other robots to clear this cell (lines 10 − 14). This wait is needed, otherwise, r n might block others by arriving and staying indefinitely at its final cell. When all others clear its final state, r n can start moving again. (ii) If the final cell is not included in the drinking session, r n checks its drinking state. If tranquil, r n becomes thirsty with the drinking sessionS n (t) and waits until it starts drinking to move to the next cell (lines 15−18). When the robot starts drinking, it is allowed to move until it reaches π t n (lines 19 − 23). Upon reachingπ t n , the robot checks π t+1 n . If it is a shared cell, the robot becomes insatiable with B n (S n (t) ∪S n (t + 1)) (lines 24 − 25) and waits until it starts drinking again. Otherwise, robot moves until reaching π t+1 n and updates its drinking state as tranquil (lines 26 − 31).
We now show the correctness of Algorithm 3. The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the Appendix.
As mentioned in Remark 2, constructing drinking sessions as in (1) leads to more conservative control policies. Furthermore, doing so also imposes stricter assumptions on the collection of paths due to the conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1. Due to larger drinking sessions, fewer collections would satisfy the condition that the initial drinking sessions must be disjoint for each robot.
Remark 3
The control policy given in Algorithm 3 can be implemented by the robots in a distributed manner. In order to achieve this, we require the communication graph to be identical to the resource dependency graph. That is, if two robots visit a common cell, there must be a communication channel between them.
Results
In this section, we compare our method, which is explained in Sections 5.2-5.4 and referred to as Rainbow Cycle, with the Minimal Communication Policy (MCP) of [13] using identical paths. To judge the improvement in the amount of concurrency better, we also provide comparisons with the Naive method which is explained in Section 5.1. Our implementation can be accessed from https://github. com/sahiny/DrPP.
To explain briefly, MCP prevents collisions and deadlocks by maintaining a fixed visiting order for each cell. A robot is allowed to enter a cell only if all the other robots, which are planned to visit the said cell earlier, have already visited and left the said state. It is shown that, under mild conditions on the collection of the paths, keeping this fixed order prevents collisions and deadlocks. We refer the reader to [13] for more details.
To capture the uncertainty in the robot motions, each robot is assigned a delay probability. When the action GO is chosen, a robot either stays in its current cell with this probability, or completes its transition to the next cell before the next time step.
Randomly Generated Examples
There are 10 MRPE instances in [13] , labelled random 1-10, where 35 robots navigate in 4-connected grids of size 30×30. In each example, randomly generated obstacles block 10% of the cells, and robots are assigned random but unique initial and final locations. All control policies use the same paths generated by the Approximate Minimization in Expectation algorithm of [13] . Delay probabilities of robots are sampled from the range (0, 1 − 1 t max ). Note that, higher delay probabilities can be sampled as t max increase, resulting in slow moving robots. Figure 4 reports the makespan and flowtime statistics averaged over 1000 runs for varying t max values. The delay probabilities are sampled randomly for each run, but kept identical over different control policies. As expected, both makespan and flowtime statistics increase with t max , as higher delay probabilities result in slower robots. t ← next(r n ) 5: if is free(π t n ) then 6: while ¬r n .is reached(π t n ) do 7:
r n .GO 8: end while 9: next(r n ) ← next(r n ) + 1 10:
if π end n ∈ S n (t) then 12: while ¬cleared(π end n ) do 13: r n .ST OP 14: end while 15: else if r n .is tranquil then 16: r n .get thirsty(S n (t)) 17:
else if r n .is thirsty or r n .is insatiable then 18: r n .ST OP 19: else if r n .is drinking then 20: while ¬r n .is reached(π t n ) do 21: r n .GO
22:
end while 23: next(r n ) ← next(r n ) + 1 24: if is shared(π t+1 n ) then 25: r n .get insatiable(B n (S n (t)∪S n (t+1))) 26: else 27: while ¬r n .is reached(π t n ) do Fig. 4 , we first observe that the Rainbow Cycle DrPP based control policy always performs better than the Naive method. This is expected as drinking sessions for the Naive method, which are computed by (1) , are always larger than the ones of Rainbow Cycle methods, which are computed by (2) . Consequently, robots need more bottles to move, and thus, wait more. Moreover, Naive method requires stronger assumptions to hold for a collection of paths. For instance, only one random example satisfy the the assumptions in Theorem 1 for the Naive method, whereas this number increases to four for the Rainbow Cycle method. The example illustrated in Fig. 3 originally violates the assumptions, but this is fixed for both drinking based methods by adding a single cell into a robot's path. We here note that, the set of valid paths for MCP and DrPP algorithms are non-comparable. There are paths that satisfy the assumptions of one algorithm and violate the other, and vice versa.
We also observe that makespan values are quite similar for Rainbow Cycle and MCP methods, although MCP often performs slightly better in this regard. Given a collection of paths, the makespan is largely determined by the "slowest" robot, a robot with a long path and/or a high delay probability, regardless of the control policies. The makespan statistics do not necessarily reflect the amount of concurrency allowed by the control policies. Ideally, in the case of a slow moving robot, we want the control policies not to stop or slow down other robots unnecessarily, but to allow them move freely. The flowtime statistics reflect these properties better. From Figure 4 , we see that flowtime values increase more significantly with t max for MCP, compared to Rainbow Cycle policy. This trend can be explained with how priority orders are maintained in each of the algorithms. As the delay probabilities increase, there is more uncertainty in the motion of robots. MCP keeps a fixed priority order between robots, which might lead to robots waiting for each other unnecessarily. On the other hand, Rainbow Cycle dynamically adjusts this order, which leads to more concurrent behavior, hence the smaller flowtime values. The following illustrates this phenomenon with a simple example.
Makespan versus Flowtime
As mentioned earlier, [13] assumes that delay probabilities are known a priori, and computes paths to minimize the expected makespan. Once the paths are computed, the priority order between robots is fixed to ensure MCP policies are collision and deadlock-free. We now provide a simple example to illustrate the effect of using inaccurate delay probabilities in the path planning process. Imagine 3 robots are sharing a 10 by 10 grid environment as shown in Figure 5 . Assume that the delay probabilites for robots r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are known to be {0, 0.4, 0.8}, respectively. If we compute paths to minimize the expected makespan, resulting paths are straight lines for each robot. Paths π 1 and π 2 intersect at a single cell, for which r 1 has a priority over r 2 . Similarly π 2 and π 3 also intersect at a single cell, for which r 2 has a priority over r 3 . We run this example using inaccurate delay probabilities {0.8, 0.4, 0} to see how the makespan and flowtime statistics are affected.
Over 1000 runs, makespan values are found to be 48.30 and 45.77 steps for MCP and Rainbow Cycle implementations, respectively. The makespan values are close because of the slow moving r 1 , which becomes the bottleneck of the system. Therefore, it is not possible to improve the makespan statistics by employing different control policies. However, the flowtime statistics are found as 128.78 and 77.78 steps for MCP and Rainbow Cycle implementations, respectively. Significant difference is the result of how a slow moving robot is treated by each policy. For the MCP implementation, r 2 (resp. r 3 ) needs to wait for r 1 (resp. r 2 ) unnecessarily, since the priority order is fixed at the path planning phase. On the other hand, Rainbow Cycle implementation allows robots to modify the priority order at run-time, resulting in improved flowtime statistics.
Warehouse Example
We also compare the performance of the control policies in a more structured warehouse-like environment. This warehouse example is taken from [13] , and it has 35 robots as shown in Figure 6 . The makespan and flowtime statistics are reported in Figure 7 , which are averaged over 1000 runs for varying t max values. Due to stronger assumptions on the collection of paths, the Naive DrPP based method is not able to handle this example. Similar to Section 6.1, we observe that makespan values are better for MCP, but Rainbow Cycle method scales better with t max for flowtime statistics. Upon closer inspection, we see that robots moving in narrow corridors in opposite directions lead to many rainbow cycles. By enforcing a one-way policy in each corridor, similar to [6] , many of these rainbow cycles can be eliminated and the performance of our method can be improved. Indeed, Figure 7 reports the results when paths are modified such that no horizontal corridor has robots moving in opposing directions.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a method to solve the multirobot plan execution (MRPE) problem. Our method is based on a reformulation of the MRPE problem as an instance of drinking philosophers problem (DrPP). We showed that the existing solutions to the DrPP can be used to solve instances of MRPE problems if drinking sessions are constructed carefully. However, such an approach leads to conservative control policies. To improve the system performance, we provided a less conservative approach where we modified an existing DrPP solution. We provided conditions under which our control policies are shown to be collision and deadlock-free. We further demonstrated the efficacy of this method by comparing it with existing work. We observed that our method provides similar makespan performance to [13] while outperforming it in flowtime statistics, especially as uncertainty in robots' motion increase. This improvement can be explained mainly by our method's abil-ity to change the priority order between robots during runtime, as opposed to keeping a fixed order. The future work includes finding looser conditions that guarantee collision and deadlock-freeness, as the current conditions are sufficient but might not be necessary.
(2020). A distributed method to avoid higher-order deadlocks in multi-robot systems. Appendix -Proof of Theorem 1
We first start by showing that the Algorithm 3 is collisionfree. Assume that r n is currently occupying the shared cell π t n . Note that, when a robot is about to move to a shared cell, GO action is issued only when r n is drinking (lines 3 and 19 − 22). Therefore, before reaching π t n , r n was in drinking state, and thus, was holding all the bottles inS n (t). If π t+1 n is a free cell, r n would stay in drinking state until reaching π t+1 n (lines 23 − 29). Otherwise, it would get insatiable with S n (t) ∪S n (t + 1). In neither of these scenarios, r n releases any bottles before reaching to π t+1 n . Note also that, by construction of drinking sessions, π t n ⊆ S n (t). Since bottles are mutually exclusive, none of the other robots could acquire the bottles in B n (π t n ) while r n is in π t n . This implies that collisions are avoided, as no other robot is allowed to occupy π t n before r n leaves.
We now show that Algorithm 3 is deadlock free. As defined in Definition 1 deadlock is any configuration where a subset of robots, which have not reached their final cell, choose ST OP action indefinitely. As it can be seen from Algorithm 3, there are only three cases where a robot chooses the ST OP action: (i) when the robot is already in the final cell (line 2), (ii) when there are no free cells from the next cell up to and including the final cell, and the final cell is not yet cleared by all other robots (line 13), (iii) when the robot is in thirsty or insatiable state (line 18). In the following, we show that none of these cases can cause a deadlock.
We start by showing that neither (i) nor (ii) could cause a deadlock. To do so, assume r n has reached its final cell and is causing a deadlock by blocking others from progressing. By (3) of Theorem 1, we know that there exist at least one free cell in each path. Since we assumed that r n is blocking others by waiting in its final cell, π end n must be a shared cell. Then, there must be at least one free cell before π end n . Let π t n denote the last free cell on π n . A robot reaching a free cell gets into tranquil state, if its not already in tranquil state, due to line 31 of Algorithm 3. Otherwise, if π t n is the first cell of π n , r n would be in tranquil state before trying to move forward, since all robots are initialized in tranquil state. According to lines 12 and 13 of Algorithm 3, r n would wait in π t n in tranquil state, until its final cell is cleared by all other robots. Since a tranquil robot does not need any bottles, no other robot could be waiting for r n . However, this is a contradiction, and it is not possible for a robot to reach its final cell and block others from progressing. Therefore, (i) cannot be a reason for a deadlock. Furthermore, we showed that a robot waiting due to (ii) would stay in tranquil state until all others clear its final cell. As stated, a tranquil robot does not need any bottles, and thus, no other robot could be waiting for r n . Thus, (ii) cannot cause deadlocks, either.
We now show that (iii) cannot cause deadlocks. To do so, assume that a subset of robots are stuck due to (iii), i.e., they are all in thirsty or insatiable state, and they need additional bottle(s) to move. If there was a robot who does not wait for any other robot, it would start drinking and moving. Therefore, some non-empty subset of these robots must be waiting circularly for each other. Without loss of generality, let r n be waiting for r n+1 for n ∈ {1, . . . , K} where r K+1 = r 1 . That is, r n has some subset of bottles r n−1 needs, and would not release them without acquiring some subset of bottles from r n+1 . Note that, there might be other robots choosing the ST OP action indefinitely as well, however, the main reason for the deadlock is this circular wait. Once the circular waiting ends, all robots would start moving according to their priority ordering.
For the time being, assume that each robot starts from a free inital cell and moves towards a free cell through an arbitrary number of shared cells in between. We later relax this assumption. Firstly, we know that none of the robots could be in tranquil or drinking state, otherwise they would be moving until reaching the next cell as lines 5 − 7 and 26−29 of Algorithm 3. Secondly, we show that, not all robots can be thirsty. Since a strict priority order is maintained between robots at all times, if all of them were thirsty, the robot with the highest priority would acquire all the bottles it needs according to R ′ 5 and start drinking. A drinking robot starts moving, therefore cannot be participating in a deadlock. Therefore, there must be at least one robot that is in insatiable state. Thirdly, we show that if there is a deadlock, all robots participating in it must be in insatiable state. To show a contradiction, assume that at least one of the robots participating in the deadlock is thirsty. According to R ′ 5, an insatiable robot always has a higher priority than a thirsty robot. Therefore, an insatiable robot cannot be waiting for a thirsty robot. Thus, all robots in a deadlock configuration must in insatiable state.
LetG Π be the graph returned by the Algorithm 2 for the input Path-Graph G Π . We showed that all robots are in insatiable state. Let π tn n denote the current cell r n is occupying, i.e., curr(r n ) = t n . Lines 24 − 25 of Algorithm 3 show that r n must be insatiable with B n (S n (t n ) ∪S n (t n + 1)). That is, r n needs all the bottles in B n (S n (t n ) ∪S n (t n + 1)) to start drinking. Since r n currently occupies π tn n , it must hold all the bottles in B n (S n (t n )). Then,S n (t n ) =S n (t n + 1), and r n needs and does not hold some of the bottles in B n (S n (t n + 1)). Then, by construction of drinking sessions, there must be two nodes inG Π , one corresponding to [S n (t n )] and another corresponding to [S n (t n + 1)], and a c n colored edge from [S 1 (t 1 )] to [S 1 (t 1 + 1)] inG Π . Similarly, r n+1 holds all the bottles in B n+1 (S n+1 (t n+1 )) and is missing some of the bottles in B n+1 (S n+1 (t n+1 + 1)). Since r n is waiting for r n+1 , either [S n (t n + 1)] = [S n+1 (t n+1 )] or [S n (t n + 1)] = [S n+1 (t n+1 + 1)] must hold. This implies that, there exists a c n colored edge from [S n (t n )] to either [S n+1 (t n+1 )] or to [S n+1 (t n+1 + 1)]. In a similar manner, there exists a c n+1 colored edge from [S n+1 (t n+1 )] to either [S n+2 (t n+2 )] or to [S n+2 (t n+2 + 1)]. Repeating the same reasoning, we can find colored edges and show that there exists a rainbow cycle {([v 1 ], c 1 , [v 2 ]), . . . , ([v K ], c K , [v 1 ])} inG Π . However, this is a contradiction as such a rainbow cycle would be found by the Algorithm 2, andG Π would not be returned. Therefore, such a deadlock configuration cannot be reached and (iii) cannot be a reason for a deadlock.
We now relax the assumption that all robots are initialized at a free cell. To do so, we "modify" all paths by appending virtual free cell at the beginning. That is, all robots are initialized at a virtual free cell, which does not exist physically, and the next cell in a robot's path is its original initial cell. Theorem 1 assumes that initial drinking sessions are disjoint for each robot, i.e., S m (0) ∩ S n (0) = ∅ for all m, n.
Since initial drinking sessions are disjoint, all robots whose initial cell is a shared cell can immediately start drinking. As a result, all of those robots can immediately "virtually move" into their original initial cell. All other robots with free initial cells can also move to their original initial cells immediately. Therefore the assumption that all robots are initialized at a free cell is not restricting.
Finally, we relax the assumption that each robot moves towards a free cell. Theorem 1 requires each path to have at least one free cell. Then, up until reaching the final free cell, moving towards a free cell assumption is not restrictive. We know under this condition that deadlocks are prevented, therefore all robots are at least guaranteed to reach to the final free cell in their path. Theorem 1 also requires that the final drinking sessions are disjoint. Therefore, all robots would eventually be able to start drinking and reach their final location.
Deadlocks occur when a subset of robots, which have not reached their final cell, choose ST OP action indefinitely. A robot chooses the ST OP action only under three conditions. We showed that none of these conditions can cause a deadlock. Thus, Algorithm 3 is deadlock-free. ◻
